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In the APICe Space

I have authored a number of scientific publications, recorded in the APICe Publications space.

- All yet-unpublished works ordered by status: Notes, Draft, Submitted, Accepted, Accepted with revision, Revised, Camera-ready sent, Proof, In press, Published online

I also edited international volumes.

- All edited volumes ordered by year: 2014

Also, my publications in the APICe space are indexed per

- Co-authors
- Co-editors
- Journal & Series
- Tags

In Other Digital Libraries and Bibliographic Portals

Many other dedicated sites record my publications, with different degrees of completeness.

- SpringerLink
- DBLP
- Google Scholar
  - Google Scholar Citations
- Microsoft Academic Research
- ACM DL
  - ACM Author's Home
- Academia.edu
- ArnetMiner
- Mendeley
- Odysci
- ResearchGate
- Scopus